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Abstract. Many emerging distributed applications require the processing of mas-
sive amounts of data in real-time. As a result, distributed stream processing sys-
tems have been introduced, offering a scalable and efficientmeans of in-network
processing. Managing however the load among the nodes of such a large-scale,
dynamic system in real-time is challenging. The peer-to-peer paradigm can help
address these challenges via self-organization. We describe a self-managing ar-
chitecture for identifying and alleviating hot-spots in a peer-to-peer stream pro-
cessing environment. Resource monitoring and hot-spot detection are carried out
by all peers independently, building upon a completely decentralized architecture.
To alleviate hot-spots we empower peers to autonomously migrate the execu-
tion of stream processing components using a non-disruptive migration protocol.
We have integrated our techniques in Synergy, our distributed stream processing
middleware. The experimental evaluation of our implementation over PlanetLab
demonstrates substantial performance benefits for distributed stream processing
applications, with moderate monitoring and migration overheads.

1 Introduction

The need for real-time processing of high-volume, high-rate, continuous data streams
has been documented in a variety of emerging Internet applications: i) Analysis of the
clicks or textual input generated by the visitors of web sites such as e-commerce stores
or search engines, to determine appropriate purchase suggestions or advertisements. ii)
Monitoring of network traffic to detect patterns that proclaim attacks or intrusions, to
filter out traffic that violates security policies, or to discover trends that can help with
router configuration. iii) Customization of multimedia streams provided for entertain-
ment or news coverage, to meet the interests, as well as the hardware and software
capabilities of target users. iv) Processing of market datafeeds for electronic trading, as
well as surveillance of financial trades for fraud detection.

These types of applications have given rise to a new class of systems, called dis-
tributed stream processing systems [1–7]. Such systems attempt to provide Internet-
scale stream processing engines, in which independent, reusable, and geographically
distributed components process continuous data streams inreal-time and are composed
dynamically to generate outputs of interest. The distinct characteristic of distributed
stream processing systems is that the data to be processed arrive in high rates, and often
in bursts. Achieving low-latency processing of the streamsunder dynamically changing
conditions, is a challenging task. In such an environment, the ability of the system to



balance the load among hosts is a determinant factor of its success in coping with appli-
cation demands in real-time. Most importantly, a distributed stream processing system
needs to react to hot-spots caused by changes in data rates aswell as due to the in-
creasing number of new application requests. Traditional load balancing solutions only
partially address the problem, since they do not directly address imbalances caused by
fluctuations in the rates of long-running applications [8].

The unpredictability of the load, the large scale, and the distributed nature of a
distributed stream processing system render its management a challenging task. Specif-
ically, balancing the load among the stream processing nodes at run-time requires de-
tailed monitoring of their utilization as well as complicated trade-offs that need to be
evaluated frequently. Centralized supervision is impossible considering the data rates
and the scale of the system. Hence, decentralized, self-organizing approaches seem
more appropriate. Peer-to-peer computing can help in harnessing such complexity, by
distributing the management decisions among all the nodes participating in the system.

We have been developing Synergy [9], a distributed stream processing middleware
based on a peer-to-peer overlay, that dynamically balancesthe peers’ load to satisfy the
QoS demands of the applications. Synergy takes into consideration the QoS demands of
the applications in the initial assignment [10], as well as in subsequent adaptations [11].
In this paper we describe our self-managing architecture for identifying and alleviating
hot-spots in the face of dynamically changing workload and increasing number of ap-
plications in Synergy. To identify hot-spots and drive the load balancing decisions in
a decentralized manner we implement our architecture on topof a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) peer-to-peer overlay [12]. To alleviate hot-spots we empower nodes to
autonomously migrate the execution of stream processing components and we present
a migration protocol that offers no disruption of the application execution and mini-
mal performance impact. Our architecture enables nodes to accurately detect persistent
overloads and load imbalances in order to issue a migration.To validate the performance
of our techniques we have deployed our middleware on PlanetLab [13]. The evaluation
of our prototype demonstrates substantial performance benefits for distributed stream
processing applications, with moderate monitoring and migration overheads.

The rest of the paper progresses as follows: Section 2 describes the model of opera-
tion of a distributed stream processing system and the general architecture of Synergy,
our middleware solution. Building upon this description, we describe our self-managing
load balancing techniques in section 3, focusing on hot-spot identification and allevia-
tion. The experimental evaluation is presented in section 4. Related work is discussed
in section 5, while section 6 presents conclusions and avenues to future work.

2 The Synergy Distributed Stream Processing Middleware

In our Synergy distributed stream processing middleware [9] data streams arrive
continuously from external sources (such as web users, monitoring devices, or a sen-
sor network) into the stream processing system and need to beprocessed by stream
processing components in real-time. Data streams consist of independent data tuples,
which are produced continuously. They are processed by self-contained software com-
ponents, that offer predefined operators. The operators canbe as simple as a filter or a



Fig. 1. The basic blocks of Synergy, our distributed stream processing middleware.

join, or as complex as transcoding or encryption. Operatorsare named based on a com-
mon ontology (e.g.,oi.name = Encryption.AES.256bit). Components are deployed
in the distributed nodes (peers) according to their individual software capabilities or fol-
lowing criteria for the optimization of the performance of the whole system [5, 14–16].

The user executes a distributed stream processing application by submitting a re-
quest at one of the peers of the middleware, specifying the required operators and their
dependencies. Then, the system runs a composition algorithm [9] to select the compo-
nents on the peers to accomplish the application execution.The composition algorithm
takes into account the application QoS requirements and resource availability and spec-
ifies the components that will constitute the application component graph. Once the
components have been selected, each peer hosting one of these components is notified,
so that the execution can begin. Once a peer receives such a notification, it invokes
the particular component. Each component participating inan application execution is
aware of its upstream components that supply it with data, and its downstream compo-
nents, to which it sends processed data.

The peers of the middleware are connected via overlay links on top of the existing
IP network. To facilitate decentralized component discovery, we organize the peers in
a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), currently FreePastry [12].Utilizing a DHT structure
enables us to efficiently locate components and load information about the nodes. The
basic blocks of our Synergy middleware running on each node are shown in Figure 1.
The basic functionalities of a peer are the composition of applications that combine
components at different nodes for their execution, and the engines that drive load man-
agement and migration decisions, based on monitoring of thecurrent resource usage.
These building blocks rely on message routing to other peers, and on component dis-
covery, both of which are offered by the DHT infrastructure.

DHTs have been successfully used for decentralized discovery, enabling the map-
ping of keys to nodes, and routing query messages in logarithmic time [12]. Our ex-
tension to the traditional DHT model in which one component offering an operator
would be stored in the node responsible for the operator’s key, involves one more level
of abstraction, that of a distributed inverted index. Following this approach, the peer
responsible for an operator’s key stores in a repository handlers to several peers that



host components that actually offer the operator [3]. Thus,a peer of the DHT responsi-
ble for an operator holds handlers of all the peers that currently offer it in the system.
These handlers are basically identifiers of the peers, enabling the routing of messages
to them through the overlay. For example in Figure 3 peer B is responsible for keeping
the handlers for the components that offer an aggregator operator. Therefore it keeps the
handlers of peers B and C. While B happens to offer an aggregator component itself as
well, this does not always have to be the case. While the peershave control over which
components they host, they do not control which operator keys they are responsible for.
This is determined by the DHT’s protocol. Conversion of operator names to unique keys
is done by applying a hash function (SHA-1). Configuration changes caused by node
arrivals and departures are handled gracefully by the DHT. Whenever components are
newly introduced or cease being offered, the peers hosting them register or unregister
handlers for them on the DHT.

3 Load Management in a Peer-to-Peer Stream Processing
Environment

We now describe our techniques for identifying and alleviating hot-spots at run-time
in a self-managing way. We treat load imbalances in our peer-to-peer stream processing
environment in two steps: First, we identify hot-spots in a decentralized fashion by
utilizing the DHT infrastructure and we take load balancingdecisions that will alleviate
persistent overloads and load imbalances (section 3.1). Second, we resolve hot-spots
using migration of components’ execution (section 3.2).

3.1 Identifying Hot-Spots via a DHT

We identify hot-spots by monitoring the load of the stream processing peers and
by comparing the load of peers that offer the same components. To achieve this in a
distributed manner we build our load monitoring architecture on top of the DHT we use
for component discovery.

Peers continuously monitor their load to enable load balancing decisions. The pro-
cessor load is measured by parsing the/proc interface, where it is reported as the
number of components in the run queue or waiting for disk I/O.Three load averages
are maintained, namely the processor load during the last 1,5, and 15 minutes.

Having each peer of the DHT maintaining handlers of all hostsoffering a particular
operator, as was described in section 2, facilitates load monitoring. Specifically, each
peer responsible for an operator is also responsible for monitoring the load of the peers
that host components offering it. It stores the handlers to the hosts offering the compo-
nents in a peer-handler repository, and their corresponding loads in a load repository.
We note that load monitoring peers are also hosting components. Thus, all responsibil-
ities are shared among all nodes in a true peer-to-peer fashion. While we use the stored
information to manage the stream processing load of the peers, we are not concerned
with balancing the distribution of operator keys among peers, which is taken care of by
the DHT protocol. Similarly, the DHT handles peer failures by transferring the respon-
sibility for the operators for which a failed peer was responsible to other peers [12].



Fig. 2. Example of three overlapping load levels.

To avoid the communication overhead caused by polling, we enable the peers to
inform the monitoring peers only when a significant change intheir load occurs. When-
ever a peer’s load changes, it consults the DHT to determine the peers responsible for
holding the handlers for all the components it offers. It then sends load update mes-
sages to them. For example, in Figure 3, peer B that offers a filter, an aggregator, and
a transcoder, will send its load update messages to the responsible peers, C, B, and A
respectively. One of the load update recipients happens to be peer B itself in this case.
Propagating dynamic attributes, such as load measurements, efficiently, is a challenging
task, as they may be need to be updated frequently. To reduce the communication over-
head, our approach is to usek discrete levels of loads when describing the processing
load of a peer. Each level is defined as an intervalLi : [Lil, Lih), Lil ≤ Lih, within
which the exact numeric load value is guaranteed to be. The basic idea is that the level
eliminates all messages that are inside the interval. If thevalue of a load changel is
small, i.e., l ∈ [Lil ≤ Lih), then no messages need to be generated. Otherwise, load
update messages need to be propagated. There is a tradeoff between the size of the inter-
val and the number of messages generated. A narrow interval,i.e., a small|Lih − Lil|,
enables more precise answers at the expense of a high communication cost, while a
wide interval,i.e., a large|Lih − Lil|, reduces the communication cost but increases
imprecision. To further reduce the number of messages propagated and also avoid cases
where there is frequent change between two levels (i.e., the load change is very small
and falls in the boundaries of the levels, or there is load instability), we use overlapping
levels; in which a small interval is common in two levels. Whenever the load changes
but stays in the overlap region, no message needs to be generated. While load update
messages are generated only when the load changes level, theactual load averages are
then propagated instead of just the load level. Figure 2 graphically illustrates our over-
lapping levels approach. Load monitoring is performed by a different thread from the
rest of the middleware functions such as stream processing.Thus, even if a peer has a
high stream processing load, it can still send load update messages whenever needed.
Load update messages can be propagated infrequently even ifno load change occurred,
to ensure that a peer has not failed. If a peer failure is detected, the components hosted
by the failed peer need to be unregistered from the DHT and theapplications that were
using them need to recover using techniques such as the ones presented in [17].

We now describe the algorithm run by each peer to autonomously identify hot-spots.
The goal of this algorithm is to identify persistently overloaded peers, for which lightly
loaded peers with components offering the same operator exist. Since each peer that
maintains handlers to all peersni hosting components of a particular operatoroj stores



the current load values of the hosting peersni, the hot-spot identification algorithm is
straightforward. Lettingli be the load of each peerni offering an operatoroj a peer is
responsible for on the DHT, we have the following algorithm for identifying hot-spots:

Criterion 1: Overload Detection. If li > h, whereh is a threshold determining the
sensitivity of our load balancing trigger, a hot-spot is identified. We consider balancing
the load only of nodes that are identified as overloaded, instead of all nodes in pairs [8,
18], to avoid excessive migration overheads.

Criterion 2: Imbalance Detection. If maxli − minli > l, wherel is a threshold
determining the strictness of our load balancing goal, the load is not balanced equally. If
the load was already balanced equally, a hot-spot could onlybe resolved by instantiating
more components offering the particular operator, according to the current policy for
placing them in the network, which is outside the scope of this paper [5, 14–16].

If maxli−minli > l, the identified hot-spot can be alleviated by load balancing. We
explain how this is achieved via component migration fromargi maxli to argi minli,
the peers hosting the components with the corresponding loads, in the next section (3.2).

To avoid identifying transient hot-spots, if the two criteria above are met, one ad-
ditional check is performed. Namely, the average load during the lastt minutes, in
addition toli, which is the average load during the last 1 minute, is checked, to deter-
mine whether it is greater thanh. Only then is an overload considered persistent and a
migration is justified. Different values oft can be used to fine-tune the sensitivity of our
component migration trigger. In our current implementation we have been monitoring
the average load duringt = 1, 5, 15 minutes.

The algorithm is run for every operatoroj a peer is responsible for, possibly iden-
tifying one or more migrations. The problem is complicated since different peers may
concurrently identify the same hot-spot. For example, in Figure 3 an overload in peer
C, which hosts an aggregator and a transcoder, may be detected by both peer A and
peer B, which are responsible for detecting overloads in peers offering aggregators and
transcoders respectively. To prevent an over-reaction to ahot-spot, in which more mi-
grations than needed will take place, a peer that receives a migration decision while
another migration is taking place ignores it. For example, if C receives a migration de-
cision from A and later on a migration decision from B, it willonly execute the first.
More elaborate techniques, in which an overloaded peer would wait to see whether
multiple migration decisions will arrive, and then decide which one to execute to more
effectively lower its load, may also be possible. The fact that migration decisions are
taken by peers autonomously and asynchronously renders theprobability of concurrent
migration decisions that apply to the same peer small. The probability is reduced further
by the additional comparison of load averages over periods longer than 1 minute.

The three introduced threshold valuesh, l, t represent an important trade-off be-
tween being over- or under-sensitive to load imbalances. These tunable parameters also
depend on the application and system characteristics. Our goal is not to find their opti-
mal values, but we explore appropriate values in section 4.

3.2 Alleviating Hot-Spots via Migration

After the load balancing algorithm has reached a decision, the migration of com-
ponent execution takes place to resolve a hot-spot. The execution of a particular com-



Fig. 3. Migration example.

ponent migrates to another peer that hosts the same component, redirecting the appli-
cations in which this component is participating. For example in Figure 3, the filter
component of peer B is participating in two distributed applications, which will both be
affected by the migration of it. While the component execution migrates, the compo-
nent is not unregistered from the DHT, as the peer still has the capability of offering the
same operator in the future. Our goal when choosing how to perform a migration is to
offer no disruption in the application execution and minimal performance impact.

While some stream applications in which data units arrive invery high rates may
actually afford missing some data tuples during the transition, we present a migration
mechanism that also accommodates applications in which alldata tuples must be de-
livered. The delivery of all data tuples in this case is checked using their sequence
numbers, which indicate their requested delivery order.

It is important to perform the migration in the least intrusive way, to avoid affecting
the performance of the applications as much as possible. Therefore we strive to im-
prove upon the existing approaches of pausing the application execution or buffering
incoming data tuples to be processed later [8, 18]. Thus, theconnections from the new
component to the upstream and downstream components are updated offline. In more
detail, our non-disruptive migration protocol is as follows:

Phase 1. Once a peer decides the migration of a component’s executionfrom a
source to a target, it sends amigration decision message to the source. In Figure 3,
C, responsible for balancing the load among peers offering the filter operator, decides
that component execution needs to migrate from B to A. Hence,it sends a migration
decision to B.

Phase 2. The source sends amigration request message to the target, in which the
information for the corresponding component execution that need to be spawned is in-
cluded. This basically includes which component’s code will be executing, as well as
which upstream and downstream components it will be communicating with. In Fig-
ure 3, B sends a migration request to A, informing it that it will be taking over the
filter execution for the two distributed applications its filter component was currently
participating in.



Phase 3. Once the new component has been instantiated, the target sends amigra-
tion reply message to the source, stating that it is ready to accept datatuples. In Figure 3,
the migration reply is sent from A to B.

Phase 4. The source then sendsmigration update request messages to all upstream
components of the migrating component, ordering them to update their downstream
component to point to the one which resides on the target. In Figure 3, migration update
requests are sent from B to E and to F.

Phase 5. The upstream components reply with amigration update reply message
each, specifying that they have updated their downstream components. In addition they
specify the sequence number of the last data tuple they sent before the update. They
now send any further data tuples to the new component. In Figure 3, migration update
replies are sent from E and F to B.

Phase 6. Once the source has collected replies from all upstream components and
has processed the data tuples they specified as the last ones to be sent to it, it knows that
the migration has completed. It then kills the component execution which has migrated.

Paying attention to the sequence numbers allows our protocol to know when a mi-
gration can complete, without disrupting the application execution. Furthermore, if a
migrating component is stateful, its state must also be migrated once the last data tuple
has been processed by its old host. Finally, updating the connections from the upstream
components independently enables our protocol not to affect the application execution.

A common problem of migration protocols is the ping-pong phenomenon, mani-
festing itself as migrating processes or threads bouncing between two peers. In our case
we have not observed this phenomenon often, as a migrating component execution will
not return to its previous home, unless the relation of both the current and the average
loads has been inverted.

4 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our hot-spot identification and alleviation mech-
anisms we integrated them in Synergy and performed experiments over the Planet-
Lab [13] wide-area network testbed. We used 30 hosts, each one of them issuing a
request for a distributed stream processing application consisting of 5 operators. 10
types of unique operators were available in the system and they consisted of variations
of DES encryption and decryption for different key sizes. Each peer was initially host-
ing 5 components that offered one of the 10 operators each. Onevery peer issuing a
request a composition algorithm produced an application component graph consisting
of 5 components. Subsequently, application execution began, with the sources produc-
ing data tuples 10 bytes large with random rates up to 80Kbps.Components processed
data tuples as they arrived. The load monitoring thread on each host was running every
minute, as was the load balancing thread. We used 5 load levels, overlapping by 0.2
as was described in section 3.1, while for the transitivity thresholdt we used a value
of 1 minute. We set the overload and imbalance thresholds,h, and l to 2.0 and 0.2
respectively. We also experimented with the sensitivity toall the tunable parameters.
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4.1 Application Performance Improvement

In the first set of experiments we investigated the benefit provided by our load man-
agement approach to the application performance, using theaverage end-to-end delay
of the application as a metric. The end-to-end delay was defined as the time needed
for a data tuple to arrive from the source to the receiver of the application, after being
processed by all components of the application component graph. Figure 4 shows the
significant reduction in the average end-to-end delay. The benefit is attributed to the fact
that data tuples need to wait less time before they can be processed by the components.

4.2 Balance of Load

The load of the hosts as reported by the load update messages is shown in Figure 5.
Every dot in the graph corresponds to a load value of a host at aparticular point in time.
The load values are plotted as a function of the data units that have been delivered to
their final destinations, which is an indicator of the overall progress of the applications’
execution. As more data units are inserted to the system, theload distribution disperses
further when no load management is enabled.

4.3 Migration Protocol Overhead

We show the migration protocol overhead, defined as the number of messages re-
quired for the complete execution of the migration protocol, for the total number of
migrations triggered, in Figure 6. We show the migration protocol overhead for dif-
ferent imbalance and overload thresholds,l andh respectively. Since the number of
migrations is tunable by those thresholds, above which a migration is enabled, so is the
protocol overhead. We note that even with very lax thresholds the average overhead is
249 migration-related messages for 2000 delivered data tuples. Including load update
messages, which using 5 load levels we measured to be 259, we have a total of 508
overhead messages. If we take into account that every data tuple is transferred 4 times,
from the source to the next stream processing component in the application component
graph, and finally to the receiver, we have 8000 data message transfers, which gives a
total average overhead of 508/8000 = 6.35%.



Fig. 6. Migration protocol overhead.
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4.4 Load Update Overhead

The overhead of the load monitoring mechanism is shown in Figure 7, as the number
of load update messages propagated for different numbers ofload levels. We always
attribute the highest load level to any load above 10.0, which corresponds to a severe
overload, and assign the rest of the load levels to loads from0 to 10.0 accordingly.
By varying the number of load levels from 3 to 7 we observed a moderate increase in
the load update messages from 249 to 277. Thus, increasing the accuracy of our load
monitoring mechanism only incurs a moderate increase in theload update overhead.

5 Related Work

Distributed stream processing systems have been the focus of a lot of recent re-
search from different perspectives. Work on the placement of components to make ef-
ficient use of resources and to maximize application performance [5, 14, 15] is com-
plementary to ours. Any technique for deploying new components can be used, once
all the nodes hosting a particular component type are overloaded. Similarly, work on
component composition [3, 9, 10] or application adaptation[11] can assist in load bal-
ancing, complementing our migration-based solution. Loadbalancing for distributed
stream processing applications has also been studied [4, 8,18–20]. We differ from these
approaches in that we present a completely decentralized architecture that enables au-
tonomous load balancing decisions. Furthermore, our focusis on load balancing rather
than load shedding [21, 22], which can be employed when losing part of the application
output is affordable. Load balancing in peer-to-peer systems has also been a topic of
recent research [23, 24]. The focus there is on distributingobjects evenly among peers,
to improve resource utilization. In contrast, we focus on managing the load incurred
by applications executing on top of a peer-to-peer network,in order to improve their
performance. Finally, process migration has been employedto provide dynamic load
distribution, fault resilience, improved system administration, and data access locality
in a variety of domains, ranging from operating systems to batch application execution
and mobile agents. An overview of related research can be found in [25]. Here we ex-



plore how migration can be used to alleviate imbalances caused by fluctuations in the
rates of long-running distributed applications.

6 Conclusions

We have described a self-managing architecture for identifying and alleviating hot-
spots in a peer-to-peer stream processing environment. Resource monitoring and hot-
spot detection are carried out by all peers independently, building upon a totally decen-
tralized architecture. To alleviate hot-spots we empower peers to autonomously migrate
the execution of stream processing components and we have presented a migration pro-
tocol that offers no disruption in the application execution and minimal performance
impact. We have integrated our techniques in Synergy [9], our distributed stream pro-
cessing middleware. The experimental evaluation of our implementation over Planet-
Lab demonstrated substantial performance benefits for distributed stream processing
applications, with moderate monitoring and migration overheads. In our future work
we plan to extend our architecture to include multiple resource constraints, such as the
peers’ bandwidth, memory, or storage, in addition to the processor load.
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